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Summary __________________________________________________________________________________________

An Integration Engineer with over a year of experience pursuing a full-stack fellowship at Crio, seeking to leverage the technical skills

gained through experience and software projects into a development role.

Skills _____________________________________________________________________________________________

● Languages: JavaScript

● Technologies/Framework: HTML5, CSS3, BootStrap, React, Material UI, Redux, HTTP, REST

● Tools: Postman, Git

Crio.Do Fellowship in Software Development - [Dec ‘21 - Dec ‘22] _____________________________________________

■ XFLix Frontend - An video sharing & streaming platform - Demo Link

Skills - React.js, Figma, Postman, REST API, Netlify

● Used Figma tool to understand the layout and design to be reproduced for the project, and implemented various

views in alignment with the Figma design.

● Improved the UX by adding responsive design elements for a consistent experience across different devices for

users by using Material UI.

● Utilized Postman collection to create a Postman Mock Server to check and understand the working of the

Frontend application end-to-end.

■ QKart Frontend - An E-Commerce web application to shop for various products online - Demo Link

Skills - React.js, REST API,  Material UI, Netlify

● Used React Hooks to implement core logic for registering/ logging in users, displaying products, adding items to the

cart, and checkout.

● Used React Router library to set up routes in the application and redirect customers to appropriate pages.

● Conditional Rendering of User cart with different designs on the Products page and Checkout page.

● Utilized local storage and debouncing, limiting API calls for improved UX and using authenticated POST API calls to

implement Cart logic.

■ XBoard - A responsive news feed website - Demo Link

Skills - HTML, CSS, Bootstrap, JavaScript

● Fetched the necessary new content data from Flipboard's RSS feed using REST API.

● Implemented responsive views with reference to the Figma design

● Used Accordions and Image Carousel to improve UI

■ QTrip (Dynamic) - A travel website, to scan cities and adventures and make reservations - Demo Link

Skills - HTML, CSS, JS, Bootstrap, REST APIs

● Manipulated the page's DOM to dynamically plug in the data retrieved from the backend REST API endpoint using

Javascript’s Fetch API.

● Improved UX with multi-select filters, image carousels, and localStorage to persist user preferences.

● Implemented reservation logic by sending a POST request to the backend, on final form submission.

Work Experience ____________________________________________________________________________________

_VOIS (Vodafone Intelligent Solutions)

Senior Executive (Integration Engineer) - [Aug '21 - Present]

Worked in the environment of Tibco Managed File Transfer Suite and used Tibco MFT Command Center along with its Linux backend

to deploy flows and solve client issues.

● Resolved 100+ tickets without breaching the MTTR for even one of them.

https://github.com/VedantKathe
https://www.linkedin.com/in/vedanta-kathe-b6332115a/
https://www.crio.do/learn/portfolio/vedantkathe/
https://vedantakathe-xflix.netlify.app/
https://vedantakathe-qkart.netlify.app/
https://vedantakathe-xboard.netlify.app/
https://vedantakathe-qtrip-dynamic.netlify.app/


● Regularly contributed to the wiki page with documentation for various activities like application upgrades, certificate

renewal, server reboots, etc.

● Utilized other applications like Splunk, Oracle SQL, and App-Dynamics to solve issues and monitor server health.

Education _________________________________________________________________________________________

Bachelor of Technology, Electronics Engineering - [Aug '17 - Jun '21]

Vishwakarma Institute of Technology

● C.G.P.A. - 9.01/10


